
excitement      
promotes balance
increases emotional quotient    
escape
spiritual connection     
enjoyment
universal gift      
ego boost
self-expression      
natural high
relaxing       
contributes to others
sense of accomplishment    
challenging     
family connections     
helps mind sort things out
fun       
gratifying
companionship      
brings people together
intimacy      
sounds good
share it with others     
helps develop sensitivity
a prayer to God      
teaches patience
gift from Universe     
helps us develop insights
connection to souls of the past    
lets us create what is in heart
stress relief       
teaches value of planning
entertains      
teaches reflection and inner hearing 
stimulates      
teaches magic of spontaneity
freeing       
life-enhancing 
facilitates worship     
new friendship—connects with people
facilitates ensemble     
sense of mastery    
everyone loves a piano player!    
builds self-esteem
develops attention span     
“my dog loves it!”
creativity      
incentive to write lyrics 
stimulates brain before working    
valid excuse to postpone cleaning house!
makes us feel hopeful     
millions of pianos in people’s homes 

positively impacts other areas of learning  
music is like a smile— everyone understands it
hedge against Alzheimer’s    
promotes individuality   
teaches persistence     
meditative 
it’s easier than a violin!     
teaches that rewards come after work
relieves inhibitions     
teaches commitment    
sets moods      
teaches importance of trying new ideas
keeps the brain active     
whole orchestra (solo instrument)   
professional opportunity    
teaches goal setting        
evokes emotions     
lifts our hearts
healing        
deepest expression of what it is to be human 
advertisement        
get to make noise  
enhances ability to do well in school   
enhances fine motor control
enhances school readiness    
enhances use of symbol systems
enhances concentration and memory   
girl magnet
teaches task completion    
encourages abstract thought 
helps soothe mommy!     
develops initiative    
gives one a place to shine    
accessible first instrument   
learn something new     
learn about ups and downs of long-term relationships 
life-long pursuit      
stimulates right brain activities: synthesis, creativity,
play famous music     
intuition, innovation 
holidays      
teaches how to overcome  seemingly insurmountable
cheer people up     
problems
singing       
all ages can play
college resume      
duets
beauty       
overall musicality for different instruments 

88 keys on a piano but More Than 88 REASONS TO PLAY!


